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ON  COMPACT  OPERATORS  IN  THE  WEAK  CLOSURE
OF  THE  RANGE  OF  A  DERIVATION

HONG   W.   KIM1

Abstract. It is shown that if A' is a compact operator which

commutes with a bounded operator A on a. Hilbert space H and if

K is contained in the weak closure of the range of the derivation

induced by A, then K is quasinilpotent.

Introduction and notations. Let H be a fixed separable infinite dimen-

sional Hilbert space over the complex field C, and let bA(X) = AX—XA

be an inner derivation on the algebra ^£(H) of all bounded operators on

H. R(ôA)~ will denote the norm closure of the range of bA in ^C(H),

and R(d.,)~w will denote the closure of R(ôA) in the weak operator topology.

{A}' will denote the commutant of A.

Kleinecke (1957) and Shirokov (1956) independently proved I.

Kaplansky's conjecture that R(ôA)n{A}' consists entirely of quasinil-

potent operators.

In fact, using their result, it is rather simple to show that if AXn—XnA

converges to B in {A}' in the norm topology for ¡|A",JiSA/, (M>0),

then B is again quasinilpotent, as Pearcy has noted in [6].

Recently, J. Anderson [1] proved that there exists an operator A in

&(H) such that IeR(óA)~. Therefore, an operator B in R(ôA)~n{A}'

is not necessarily quasinilpotent.

The purpose of this paper is to prove that if {Xn} is a sequence of

operators such that (AXn — X„A)—>K in the weak operator topology

where K is a compact operator in {A}', then K is quasinilpotent.

Lemma. Let A e ^(H) and let {Xn} be a sequence of operators in £^(H)

such that the sequence {AXn—XnA} converges weakly to an operator C in
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{A}'. Then, (A-X)iXn-Xn(A-X)1-*j(A-X)¡-lC in the weak operator

topology for every positive integer j and every fixed scalar X. (It is assumed

that (A-Xy=lifj=0.)

Proof by induction.    The case/= 1 is obvious.

For;"=2, multiply the commutator AXn-XnA = (A-X)Xn-Xn(A-X)

on the left by A— X and add it to the commutator multiplied on the right

by A-X. Then, (A-X)2Xn-Xn(A-X)2->-2(A-X)C weakly. Suppose

(A -XfXn-X„(A -Xf^k(A -X)k~lC weakly for all k*Sj where/^2.
Then

(a - X){(a - xyxn - x„(a - xy\ + {(a - xyxn - xn(A - xy\(A - X)

= (A- X)^X„ - Xn(A - ty+*

+ (A- X){(A - Xy-'Xn- Xn(A - X)^}(A - X)

-*■ 2j(A - XyC weakly.

Since {A-Xy-1Xn-XJLA-ky-1-*(j-l)(A-X)i-%Cweakly by the in-
duction assumption, (A-Xy+lXr,-Xn(A-X)'+l^(j+l)(A-X)iC weakly.

Theorem 1. Let A e ^C(H) and let {Xn} be a sequence of operators in

£f(H) such that the sequence {AX„ — XnA} converges weakly to an operator

C of finite rank in {A}'. Then C is nilpotent.

Proof. Let the range of C be R(C) and let dim R(C) = k^l. If

R(C'+1)j¿R(C') for 1 ̂ i^k, then clearly C is nilpotent. Hence, we assume

the existence of the smallest positive integer q such that R(C) = R(CQ+1).

Then, R(C)=R(Cr)^{0} for all r^q and C restricted to R(C) is non-

singular. Also, A may be assumed to be nonsingular by replacing A by

A—XI if necessary. For notational convenience, we let R(C)=\V. Since

Ce {A}', W is invariant under A and A(W)=W.

Let A,, X2, ■ ■ ■ , Xp be the distinct eigenvalues of A | W (i.e., A restricted to

W) with respective algebraic multiplicities m1, m2, • • • , m(. Then, by

Jordan's theorem W is a direct sum (not necessarily orthogonal) of p

subspaces M1, M2, • ■ ■ , Mv with respective dimensions m1, m2, ■ • ■ ,mp

such that AMi<^Mi and A— X¡ is nilpotent on M¡ with index ji^mi

for i—\, 2, • • • , p.

Since the index of A— Xx on A/, is/^1, there exists a vector y e M1

such that (/(-AiVWy^Oand (yl-A,)»j>=0. The fact that AXn-XnA^»C
weakly implies that CAXn-C'1XnA=A(C'>Xn)-(C'>X„)A->-C'>+1 weakly.

By the previous lemma,

(A-XJh^XJ-^X^A-Xy^jM -Xp-iC»*

weakly.
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Since (C"Xn)y e W, it is obvious that

(A - Xxyi(CXn)y e M2 © M3 © • • • © Mv.

Now jxC+1(A— AiY1~1y ¡s a nonzero vector in Mx, because of the way

y was chosen and the nonsingularity of C+1\ W.

Since Mx, M2, ■ • • , Mp are fixed and (A— Xx)hy=0,

inf \\(A - Xxy>(CXn)y - jxC"+l(A - Xxy^y\\ > 0.
n

On the other hand, since If is finite dimensional and is invariant under

(A-Xx)^(CXn), (CXn)(A-Xxy\ and(A-Xxy*-1C°+1 for all «=1, 2, • • •,

(A-Xxyi(CgXn)-(CqXn)(A-Xxyi\W converges strongly to

jx(A - xxy^c^ | W.

Therefore,

lim \\(A - Xxy\aXn)y-jxC^\A - ltf**y\ = 0.
n

This is an obvious contradiction. Hence, all operators of finite rank in

R(ôA)-wn{A}' are nilpotent.

This result allows us to obtain the following stronger theorem.

Theorem 2. If A e ¿?(H) and {Xn} is a sequence of operators in ^(H)

such that (AXn—XnA) converges weakly to a compact operator K in {A}',

then K is quasinilpotent.

Proof. Suppose K is not quasinilpotent. Then, there exists an isolated

nonzero eigenvalue X0 in the spectrum a(K) of K. By a theorem of Riesz

[7, p. 183], the root space M(X0) corresponding to A0 of K (i.e., the sub-

space {feH:(K—X0)nf=0 for some positive integer n}) is finite dimen-

sional, is invariant under K, and has the property that K\ M(XQ) has

singleton spectrum {X0}. Since a(K) is denumerable with 0 the only possible

point of accumulation, it is possible to choose two disjoint simply con-

nected open sets °UX and <WZ such that X0eWx and o(K)—{X0}<=-a¿¿2.

Let yx be a simple closed rectifiable curve lying in °l/x containing X0 in its

interior, and let y2 be a simple closed rectifiable curve lying in all2 con-

taining o(K) — {X0} in its interior.

By a theorem of Riesz [7, p. 421],

(1) E = — [ (z- K)-1 dz
2771 Jyj
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is an idempotent which commutes with K, and the range of E is M(Xa).

Let/(z) be the analytic function defined on 01/x\Jal/2 which is identically

1 on °l/x and identically 0 on °?/2. It follows from the definition of f(K)

[7, p. 431] and (1) that f(K) = E. Since the complement of %U% is

connected in the extended complex plane, it follows from Rung's theorem

[4, p. 317] that there exists a sequence of polynomials Pn(z) which con-

verges uniformly to/(z) on yxUy2.

Thus,

Pn(K)-E = Pn(K)-f(K)

1     f
= —     (Pn(z)~f(z))(z-K)-ldz

¿771 Jy,

+ -^ f Pn(z)(z - Ky dz.
277/  Jy2

Since ||(z—,/v")-11| is uniformly bounded on yx^>y2, it follows that

\\Ptl(K)-E\\^0. Now observe that the sequence K(AXn-XnA) = A(KXn)

— (KXn)A converges weakly to K2. A similar argument shows that HP

is any polynomial, then P(K) belongs to R(ôAyvn{A}'. In particular,

if P„(z) is the sequence determined above, then P„(K) e R(ôA)~wn{AY.

Therefore, f(K)=Ee R(dA)~w n{A}'. Since E is an operator of finite

rank and 1 e a(E), this contradicts Theorem 1. Therefore all compact

operators K in R(óA)~wn{A}' are quasinilpotent.

Examination of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that the hypothesis

that K is compact was used only to conclude that the idempotent E

defined by (1) is an operator of finite rank. Thus, we have actually proved

the following stronger result.

Theorem 3. Let A e ^(H) and let Tbe any operator in R(bA)"w n{A}'.

If X0 is any isolated point in o(T), and y is a simple closed rectifiable curve

in the resolvent set of T containing, in its interior, no other points of a(T)

except X0, then the idempotent E=(2iri)^ j¡y (z — T)~x dz must have infinite

dimensional range.

Some remarks. In [10] J. P. Williams proves that if ^4 and B belong to

y(H) and are not scalar multiples of the identity, then R(ôA)nR(ÔfJ)^0.

Therefore, R(Ô,) is in general large and contains a subset of compact

operators. But, in [9], Stampfli proved that no R(bA) is large enough

to contain the ideal F of all finite rank operators. The problem of clas-

sifying all noncompact operators in R(èAy1'n{A}' for a given A in

^C(H) is still an open problem.
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